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About This Content

Professor Yoolip’s most dangerous invention is probably the 8-Bit Game Cartridge-to-Reality generator, which is capable of
reading any game cartridge from that ‘80s and turn the world contained within to reality. When he first tried this invention, it

unleashed dragons, demons, and countless other monsters into the world… and a lot of heroes that wouldn’t do anything unless
told specifically where to go.

Among these armored knights, boys in tights, and foreign princes, Yoolip found what appeared to be an 8-Bit version of
himself… just sitting there, waiting for someone to take control of his destiny.

Realising he had just become the hero to a dozen different games at the same time, Yoolip took matters into his own hands and
modified his invention to allow him to take control of his 8-Bit counterpart. Now he and his Robo Dinos are ready for some old

school action!

This DLC contains a custom skin for Professor M. Yoolip in Awesomenauts. You need to have Professor M. Yoolip available as
a playable character in order to access the skin in-game. Owning this skin will also unlock the special portrait for use in-game.

The 8-Bit Yoolip skin comes with a unique character theme, killing spree theme, a unique voiceover, and special in-game audio
effects for his abilities.
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Title: Awesomenauts - 8-Bit Yoolip Skin
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ronimo Games
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD or NVIDIA videocard with at least 512MB, or Intel HD Graphics

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HD space

Other Requirements: Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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bought this with my mum's credit card without her knowing, no regrets whatsoever. Type this in chat for s cool Easter egg:
\/pixels
. This is definetly my fav skin in the game. The soundtrack is awesome. The voice set is awesome, and the skin itself is
awesome. I can't decide which I like best! I used to think Yoolip was okay. But after I bought this skin, he became one of my
favorite characters!. The ultimate-est of all the ultimate skins. It is truly a triumph.. I geniuenly think people fear this version of
yoolip more than the original one. I think it gives an advantage to the team who has it.
AND I LOVE IT!
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Non-essential cosmetic DLC. 8-Bit Yoolip is a fantastic premium skin for Professor Yoolip featuring a complete audio
overhaul with new voice lines several of which are retro gaming references, new ability animations, and alternative
versions of both Yoolip's main and killing spree themes. Voice can be a little annoying but the quality of everything else
makes up for that.. WHO NEEDS TRIPLE CORE PROCESSORS WHEN YOU HAVE MODE 7 GRAPHICS?
WHIPPERSNAPPER!. Awesomenauts is my favourite NES game....

Ok on a serious note this skin is fantastic, the voice acting is top notch and the music is catchy as hell, however I have
to admit I love the orignal theme a little bit more, but the music is still fantastic and is amongst my favourites in
Awesomenauts, the killing spree is also crazy and I love it as well.

The Robo Dinosaurs also get a great 8-bit make over along with your Gripping Gaze, and they are fit the skin
fantastically.

Oh and lastly if you type a secret command into chat, the game will turn into a 8-bit version of itself!

Its very easy to see why a lot of people say that this is their favourite skin, if you enjoy Yoolip or want a 8-bit vibe in
your game, get this skin.. Hands down the best skin in the game. This skin was made with alot of love.
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